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(57) Abstract

In order to transfer data (18 and 38) between two databases (12 and 32), a computer program (21 and 42) automatically establishes a field map (430) between the record structure of the two databases (12 and 32) using information identifying (405) the record structure of one of the databases (12 and 32). The field map (420) is established automatically by correlating a first plurality of fields (410) of the first database to a second plurality of fields (555) of the second database (505) to establish a field map (430).
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Background

This invention relates to transferring records between incompatible databases.

Databases are collections of data entries which are organized, stored, and manipulated in a manner specified by applications known as database managers (hereinafter, the term "database" also refers to a database manager combined with a database proper). The manner in which database entries or records are organized in a database is known as the record structure of the database. Fields and records of a database may have many different characteristics depending on the database’s purpose and utility.

Databases can be said to be incompatible with one another when the data structure (or record structure) of one is not the same as the data structure (or record structure) of another, even though some of the content of the records is substantially the same. For example, one database may store names and addresses in the following
fields: FIRST_NAME, LAST_NAME, and ADDRESS. Another
database may, however, store the same information with
the following structure: NAME, STREET_NO., STREET_NAME,
CITY_STATE, and ZIP. Although the content of the records
is intended to contain the same kind of information, the
organization of that information is completely different.

Often users of incompatible databases want to be
able to transfer records from one database to another
incompatible database to populate the incompatible
database with new records or to synchronize the two
databases with one another. To do so, typically, a field
map is used which is a set of relationships or
correlations between the fields of the two databases to
one another. Various types of data structures can be
used to represent a field map in computer memory. Field
mapping is generally described in the commonly assigned
U.S. Patent No. 5,392,390, incorporated herein by
reference.

Summary

In a first aspect, in order to for example
transfer data between two databases, a computer program
automatically establishes a field map between the record
structures of the two databases using information
identifying the record structure of one of the databases.
The field map is established automatically by correlating
a first plurality of the fields of the first database to
a second plurality of the fields of the second database.
The data stored in the first plurality of fields of a
plurality of the records of the first database is then
translated in accordance with the field map.

Embodiments of this aspect of the invention have
the advantage that a computer program does not use a
predetermined field map and requires little or no input
from the user for establishing the field map.
In a second aspect, prior to transmitting data between two databases during a data transfer session, information identifying the record structure of one of the first and second databases is transmitted to a computer program and, based on that information, a data transfer protocol is established. Data stored in a plurality of fields of a plurality of the records of the first database is then transmitted, according to the database transfer protocol, from the first database to the second database.

Embodiments of this aspect of the invention may include the following advantages. By transmitting the identifying information prior to transmitting the data, the specifics of the data transfer session can be established in the data transfer protocol. In this manner, the efficiency of the data transfer session is increased, for example, by limiting the number of transmitted fields or by limiting the transmitted records to only those which meet a search criteria.

In a third aspect, in order to transmit data between two databases, information identifying the record structure of one of the two databases is transmitted to a computer program. This transmitted information identifies both the categories and the properties of a plurality of fields of the record structure of one of the two databases. Data stored in a plurality of fields of a plurality of the records of the first database is then transmitted from one of the two databases to the other one of the two databases. The transmitted data is then processed using the identifying information.

Embodiments of this aspect of the invention, by providing both the categories and properties of the fields, can provide a better picture of the data structure of a database to a computer program. Therefore, the computer program can more accurately
process the data transmitted from the database. For example, the computer program can more accurately translate the records of the database to a form compatible with the record structure of another database.

Preferred embodiments of the invention may include one or more of the following features.

Data stored in the plurality of fields of the plurality of the records of the first database is transmitted to the second database. The data may be translated before the data is transmitted or may be translated after the data is received at its destination. The transmitted data may be stored in the second database or at least one record of the second database may be synchronized with the transmitted data. Additionally, the first database may be stored on a first computer and the second database on a second computer. In that case, the data is transmitted from the first computer to the second computer.

All or part of the fields in the data structure of the first computer is mapped onto all or part of the fields in the structure of the second computer.

The information identifying the record structure of one of the first and second databases identifies the record structure according to a selected protocol, where the selected protocol provides a syntax for identifying the characteristics of a field of that databases.

The identifying information identifies categories of the fields in the record structure of the one of the first and second databases according to the selected protocol and the fields of the first database are correlated to the fields of the second database based on the identified categories of the fields. The categories of the fields in the record structure of the one of the first and second databases can be classified into a plurality of mapping classes and the fields of the first
database are correlated to the second plurality of the fields of the second database based on the plurality of mapping classes. Mapping rules are applied to the plurality of mapping classes to correlate the fields.

One of the mapping rules can indicate that fields of the one of the databases having a selected class, if absent in the other one of the databases, are to be mapped to fields having a selected class.

The fields of the first and second databases are further characterized by having selected properties and the identifying information identifies the selected properties of the fields of one of the first and second databases according to the selected protocol. During translation, the data in the fields is then modified based on the identified properties.

The identifying information can be transmitted to a computer program where the computer program correlates the fields of the first and second databases to establish the field map. The transmitted information may be in a format according to a selected protocol and then be converted into the identifying information.

Establishing the data transfer protocol can include correlating the fields of the first database to the fields of the second database to establish a field map, using information identifying the record structure of one of the first and second databases. Establishing the data transfer protocol can also include determining a plurality of fields of the first database to be transmitted based on the plurality of the fields of the first database which were mapped, where the plurality of fields to be transmitted can be less than all of the fields of the records of the first database. Establishing the data transfer protocol can also include determining a plurality of records of the first database to be transmitted based on a selected criterion, where
the selected criterion includes a criterion for searching a first database and selecting records matching the selected criterion.

The invention may be implemented in hardware or software, or a combination of both. Preferably, the technique is implemented in computer programs executing on programmable computers that each include a processor, a storage medium readable by the processor (including volatile and non-volatile memory and/or storage elements), at least one input device, and at least one output device. Program code is applied to data entered using the input device to perform the functions described above and to generate output information. The output information is applied to one or more output devices.

Each program is preferably implemented in a high level procedural or object oriented programming language to communicate with a computer system. However, the programs can be implemented in assembly or machine language, if desired. In any case, the language may be a compiled or interpreted language.

Each such computer program is preferably stored on a storage medium or device (e.g., ROM or magnetic diskette) that is readable by a general or special purpose programmable computer for configuring and operating the computer when the storage medium or device is read by the computer to perform the procedures described in this document. The system may also be considered to be implemented as a computer-readable storage medium, configured with a computer program, where the storage medium so configured causes a computer to operate in a specific and predefined manner.

Other features and advantages of the invention will become apparent from the following description of preferred embodiments, including the drawings, and from the claims.
Brief Description of the Drawing

Fig. 1 shows a remote computer and a host computer connected via a data transfer link.

Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of the components of the remote and host computers of Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 is a flow chart of a computer implemented method of transferring data.

Fig. 4 is a flow chart of a computer implemented method of automatically mapping record structures of two databases.

Figs. 5A and 5B are flows charts of computer implemented methods of processing data transferred between the host and remote computers.

Description

We will describe various embodiments of computer programs and systems for transferring records between a database stored on a remote computer and an incompatible database stored on a host computer in detail below. It should be noted that the term "computer" as used here includes any device being capable of manipulating electronic data and typically having a processor and memory. Such a device can be, but is not limited to, a hand held computer, a personal digital assistant, and a personal computers such as a desktop computer or a notebook computer. Such a device can also be an electronic device having some "intelligence" or processing capability, such as an "intelligent" paging device or cellular telephone. It should also be noted we will use the terms "host" and "remote" for conveniently differentiating between the components of a first computer and a second computer and the programs running on the first and second computers. The first and second computers may be in any other type of relationship such as peer to peer, client/server, etc.
Briefly, in some embodiments described here, at the time of a data transfer session between the remote and host computers, the fields of the records of the remote database are dynamically and automatically mapped to the fields of the records of the host database. The fields are dynamically mapped in that a computer program generates a field map without having any previous information as to the data structure of at least one of the databases. This information is provided during the data transfer session. The fields are automatically mapped in that a computer program generates a field map during the data transfer session based on a set of predetermined criteria. The computer program does not use a predetermined field map and requires little or no input from the user for generating the field map. The map is then used to translate records of the remote database into a format compatible with the data structure of the host database.

To enable such dynamic and automatic mapping, in some embodiments, the remote computer sends the host computer a record structure data packet. The record structure data packet, based on a predefined field identification protocol, identifies the characteristics of the record structure of the remote database to the host computer. The host computer then uses that information to generate a field map for the two databases.

We will now describe an example of a computer system which may execute various embodiments of the programs described here for transferring data between two databases. Referring to Figs. 1 and 2, a host computer 10 and a remote computer 30 are connected via a data transfer link 50. Data transfer link 50 may be implemented by a data transfer medium and data transfer devices 28, 38 in each of the host and remote computers.
using that data transfer medium. Data transfer devices 28 and 38 may be, for example, standard network interfaces, infra red ports, or telephone modems. The data transfer medium may in turn be a data communication network, infra red signals, or telephone lines.

Each of the host and remote computers 10, 30 includes a long term storage device storing a database (respectively, referred to as host database 32 and remote database 34), which may be a database of a personal information manager (PIM) application. Each of the host and remote computers 10, 30 further includes a memory 14, 34 and a central processing unit (CPU) 16, 36. Each of the memory 14, 34 stores at least two types of computer software programs (which may be stored on a long term storage medium and loaded into memory 14, 34): host and remote data transfer programs 22, 42 for transferring records between the host and remote computers 10, 30 and host and remote data processing programs 24, 44 for processing the transferred records by, for example, populating or synchronizing the records of the database stored in the long term storage with the transferred records. It should be noted that data transfer programs 22, 42 typically constitute a module in either data processing programs 24, 44 or databases 12, 32.

Host and remote databases 12, 32 each has a record structure specifying the organization of the data in each of the records of the database. Each record typically includes a number of fields. In order to facilitate communicating the record structure of these databases between remote computer 30 and host computer 10, data transfer programs 22, 42 use a field identification protocol. A field identification protocol provides a syntax for identifying and communicating characteristics of a field of a database. It provides two types of information: information identifying a "category" for the
field and information identifying a "property" of a field.

The category of a field defines the type of information the field is designed or meant to contain. Databases are generally designed to store data for a particular application, for example, airline reservations, medical records, etc. In the case of personal information manager (PIM) applications, several types of databases are typically used, where the type of a database corresponds to the type of data stored in the database: appointments, "to do" lists, address books, expense records, general notes records, and e-mails. For these types of databases, a field identification protocol preferably provides a comprehensive list of field categories such that the fields of most, if not all, of commercially available PIM databases can be categorized according to the categories in the field identification protocol. (The same can also be done for other types of databases.) For example, in the case of an address book type database, the categories may include: name, last name, first name, middle initial, address, street name, city, state, home telephone number, business telephone number, etc. Then, for example, the record structure of remote database 32 may include a field that is of the category "name". The record structure of host database 12 may include equivalent fields of the categories "last name," "first name," and "middle initial," but not necessarily a field of the category "name". In other embodiments, the field identification protocol provides a list of field categories for a selected group of databases or for those databases designed to conform to the protocol.

The property of a field indicates the limits or rules imposed on the manner in which data is stored in that field. The property of a field is in addition to
the category of that field and is typically database specific. The property of a field can be the number of bytes used to store the data in that field. The property of a field can also include one or more rules governing the permissible content of the data, such as one or more rules from the following exemplary list of rules:

- rules on the permissible format in which the data is stored; for example, for a date field, a rule may specify whether the date is stored in the year/month/day or month/day/year format or, for a text field, a rule may specify whether a text field stored in ASCII with end of line markers or in ASCII without end of line markers;

- rules on the permissible range of data; for example, for a "to do" list priority field, the range of data may be limited to the numbers between one and three;

- rules on the permissible maximum allowable size of a field, for example, a text field may be limited to 500 characters.

These rules are also discussed in the following U.S. patent applications of the assignee hereof, incorporated in by reference herein: "Synchronization of Recurring Records in Incompatible Databases", Serial no. 08/752,490, filed on November 13, 1996 (hereinafter, "'490 application"); "Synchronization of Databases with Record Sanitizing and Intelligent Comparison," Serial no. 08/749,926, filed November 13, 1996 (hereinafter, "'926 application"); "Synchronization of Databases with Date Range," Serial no. 08/748,645, filed November 13, 1996 (hereinafter, "'645 application"). In the '490, '926, and '645 applications, examples of these rules are referred to as rules of data value.

As mentioned, a field identification protocol provides a syntax for remote and host data transfer
programs 22, 42 to communicate with one another the data structure of their respective databases. Such a syntax includes, for example, assigning to each field category a designation (for example, a numerical, alphabetical, or alphanumerical code or name) identifying that field category, such as "Addr" for address, "Tell" for the first telephone number, "Appt: date" for a date field of an appointment type record. The syntax also includes a manner of communicating the possible properties of the various fields, for example, by using designations (for example, a numerical, alphabetical, or alphanumerical code or name) identifying a type of property, such as "field size" for designating the number of bytes in a field, "ApptDate format" for designating a format of a date field, "value range" for designating the range of permissible values, or "maximum text size" for designating the maximum number of the characters in a text field.

Generally, a record structure of a database can be mapped to a record structure of another database based on the categories of the fields of the databases, as will be described below. However, in some circumstances, the properties of the fields can affect the accuracy of the mapping. For example, the content of a field or the number of bytes representing a field may have to be modified during translating the field according to the map so that a field fits the record structure of the other database. (This process is described as "sanitization" in the '490, '926, and '645 applications.) Therefore, the records of the two databases can be more accurately mapped and translated if both the categories and the properties of the fields of the databases are known.

Referring to Fig. 3, we will now describe in detail how data transfer programs 22, 42 use field
identification protocols for generating a field map and transfer the records of remote database 32 to host computer 10. We will then describe how data processing programs 24, 44 process the transferred records.

Referring to Fig. 3, steps 305-335 together constitute a data transfer protocol agreement segment 300. In these steps, host and remote data transfer programs 22, 42 communicate with one another and agree to a data transfer protocol to be used for the rest of the data transfer session. The data transfer protocol delineates the specifics of how the data is to be transferred between the two computers. The data transfer protocol may delineate, for example, that only some of the fields of the records are to be transferred, that the remote database translate the records to the records of the host database prior to transmitting the records to the host database, or that only those records fitting a particular criteria, such as a database search criteria, are to be transferred.

To begin the data transfer session, one of the remote or host computers 10, 20 initiates a data transfer session (step 305). Remote data transfer program 42 then sends a record structure data packet including information identifying the record structure of remote database 32 to host computer 10 (step 310). To identify the record structure of the remote database to the host database, remote data transfer program 42 uses a field identification protocol, which we will refer to as the "external field identification protocol". Using the external field identification protocol, remote data transfer program 42 constructs the record structure data packet to include the appropriate information and codes which identify the categories and properties of the fields of the records of remote database 32. In some
embodiments, only the categories of the fields are identified.

Host data transfer program 22 uses the record structure packet from remote data transfer program 42 to automatically map the records of remote database 12 to the records of host database (step 320).

We will describe the automatic mapping process in detail below in reference to Fig. 4. However, briefly, host data transfer program 22 uses a series of automatic field mapping rules to correlate the fields in the record structure of remote database 32 to the fields in the record structure of host database 12. Hence, host data transfer program 22 develops a field map for mapping the records of the remote database to the records of the host database.

Referring to Fig. 4, host data transfer program 22 uses an internal field identification protocol which may be different from the external field identification protocol. Therefore, host data transfer program 22 first converts the information in the record structure packet received from remote data transfer program 42 into a format in accordance with its internal field identification protocol (step 405). This allows host data transfer program 22 to be able to receive data structure packets based on any number of external field identification protocols and support those packets by merely converting them into its own internal field identification protocol.

In steps 410-430, host data transfer program 22, automatically correlates the fields of the records of the remote database to the fields of the records of the host database to develop a field map. We will now describe an exemplary method used by host data transfer program 22. In this exemplary method, the internal field identification protocol not only provides a manner for
classifying fields based on the categories and properties, but also divides the field categories into, for example, five field classes for automatic mapping: generic, high priority, common, free, and application specific fields.

The first class designates the field categories which are present in the record structure of most, if not all, databases of a specific type (e.g. address book database). In other words, the first class designates fields that are "generic" for the type of database being mapped. For example, for an address book type database, such fields would include name, address, and telephone. According to the automatic mapping rules, host data transfer program 22 maps generic fields of one database to the generic fields of the other database (step 410). In some cases, a group of fields in one database contain the same information as a single field in another database. For example, one database may have a "name" field while the other database may have separate "first name", "middle initial", and "last name" fields. In that case, the group of fields is mapped to the single field.

Other four classes designate field categories which are not generic to the type of database being mapped. According to the automatic mapping rules, these other fields are mapped in a pre-specified order of priority, if there are suitable fields in the other database for them. The first of these non-generic classes are the fields that are designated to have high priority for mapping. Host data transfer program 22 maps these fields first and maps them to an unmapped field of the other database (step 415). The second non-generic class designates the common fields which are the fields which most commonly are present in the type of database being mapped but it is not uncommon for a database of this type not to contain them. For example,
in the case of address book databases, most, but not all, databases have fields for notes or for a second set of address and telephone number. According to the automatic mapping rules, host data transfer program 22 maps common fields of the remote database to the common fields and, based on user preferences, free fields (for the third non-generic class, described below) of the host database based on their category and properly designation (step 420).

The third non-generic class designates free fields and the fourth non-generic class designates database specific fields. Free fields are those fields which do not fall into any of the previous classes. Host data transfer program 22 maps high priority fields to the free fields and, based on user preferences, common fields of the other database (step 425). Database specific fields are those fields which are unique to a database and are typically not supported by another database. They are therefore not mapped. In this case, in some embodiments, the user maps the database specific field. At the end of this process, the data structures of the remote and host databases are mapped onto one another.

As stated above, another aspect of mapping is using the field property information to determine whether the received data needs to be modified for proper translation. To determine what modification is necessary, the properties of the field of the remote database and the mapped field or fields of host database 12 are compared. It is then determined what changes are necessary to make the remote database records to conform to the properties of the fields of the host database records. For example, if a field in the remote database is a four-byte field and it is mapped onto a two-byte field, then the field needs to be trimmed. (Similar data modifications may also be performed on host database
records to conform them to remote database records when sending the host database records to the remote database, for example, at the end of synchronization.)

Referring back to Fig. 3, after automatically mapping remote database 32 to host database 12 (step 320), data transfer program 22 then determines whether the number of fields of the records to be transferred should be limited (step 325). It may be the case that some of the fields of remote database 32 were not mapped to the fields of host database 12, for example, because host database 12 does not support as many fields or some particular types of fields. In that case, if remote database 32 and data transfer program 42 support such a limited data transfer, host data transfer program 22 sends a packet identifying the particular fields to be sent (step 330). Remote data transfer program 42 analyzes the received packet and limits the future data transfer to those records (step 335). At this point, host and remote data transfer have agreed to a data transfer protocol establishing the number of fields to be transferred and the map to be used.

The data transfer protocol may also contain other features. For example, as mentioned above, in some embodiments, host data transfer program 22 may also request that the remote database to translate the remote database records using the map developed in step 320 before transmitting the records. In some embodiments, host data transfer program 22 may request that remote data transfer program 42 transmit only those records fitting a particular search criteria, specified based on the database record structure received from remote data transfer program 42.

As it is readily apparent, establishing a data transfer protocol at the beginning of the session provides a variety of advantages. Host database transfer
program 22 can develop a field map which can be used throughout the data transfer session. Additionally, the map can be sent to remote data transfer program 42 for translating the records prior to transmitting them. Moreover, host and remote database transfer programs 22, 42 can limit the amount of data transferred during the session by remote data transfer program 42 by limiting the number of transmitted fields or by limiting the transmitted records to only those which meet a search criteria.

After agreeing to a data transfer protocol for the duration of the data transfer session, remote data transfer program then sends the data contained in the records of remote database 32, based on the agreed upon data transfer protocol (step 340). Host computer then processes the received data, as will be described below in reference to Figs. 5A and 5B.

Referring to Figs. 5A and 5B, after receiving the data from remote database 32, data processing program 24 processes the received records of remote database 32. In some embodiments, data processing program 24 simply populates the first database with new records corresponding to the received records. Referring to Fig. 5A, data processing program 24 uses the previously developed map to translate the received fields of remote database 32 (step 505). Data processing program 24 then stores the mapped fields as new records in host database 12, thereby populating the host database with the received records of the first database (step 510).

In other embodiments, host data processing program 24 synchronizes the records of host database 12 with the received records of remote database 32 (or those fields which were received). Referring to Fig. 5B, as in step 505 in Fig. 5A, data processing program 24 uses the previously developed map to translate the received fields
of remote database 32 (step 550). Data processing program 24 then proceeds to synchronize host database 12 with the received records of remote database 32. Host data processing program can, for example, use methods of synchronization described in the '490, '926, and '645 applications; U.S. patents of the assignee hereof, Puma Technology, Inc. of San Jose, California, incorporated by reference herein: U.S. Patent No. 5,392,390 and U.S. Patent No. 5,684,990; and U.S. patent applications of the assignee hereof, incorporated in by reference herein: "Synchronization of Databases," filed on November 5, 1997, serial no. 08/964,751 (hereinafter, the "'751 application"); "Distributed Synchronization of Databases", filed on September 11, 1997, serial no. 08/927,922 (hereinafter, the "'922 application"); "Synchronization of Databases Using Filters," by David Morgan and David Boothby, filed on March 5, 1998, Serial No. __________ (hereinafter, the "filter application"). Briefly, host data processing program 24 synchronizes the records of the host and remote databases using a history file that contains records representative of the records of the two databases at the end of a previous synchronization. Host data processing program 24 uses the history file to determine, for example, which records have been changed, added or deleted since the previous synchronization and which records of the two databases correspond to one another. Host data processing program 24 can also synchronize the two programs without using a history file where, for example, a history file is not available or can not be used. Additionally, remote data processing program 44 can perform some data processing to enable distributed synchronization where a portion of the synchronization process is performed on remote computer 30, as described the '751, '922, and filter applications.
After synchronization, host data transfer program 24 translates back those remote database records which need to be updated as a result of synchronization (step 560). Host data transfer program 24 then transmits those records to remote database 32.

Other embodiments are within the scope of the following claims.

For example, remote data transfer program 42 can develop a map based on a record structure data packet from host data transfer program 22. Remote data transfer program 42 can then automatically map the two databases and then use the map to translate the records before transmitting them to the host data transfer program 22.

In other embodiments, instead of agreeing to data transfer protocol at the beginning of a data transfer, the field category and property information may be send with each record and then processed by the other computer.

In some embodiments, the host and remote databases, and all relevant programs described here, are stored on a single computer and the processing and transferring of data is performed on the same computer. In other embodiments, a field identification protocol supporting only field categories is used.
What is claimed is:

1. A computer implemented method wherein a first database and a second database store records of data, the first database being characterized by a first record structure determining fields of the records of the first database and the second database being characterized by a second record structure determining fields of the records of the second database, the method comprising the steps of:

   correlating a first plurality of the fields of the first database to a second plurality of the fields of the second database to establish a field map, using information identifying the record structure of one of the first and second databases, and

   translating the data stored in the first plurality of fields of a plurality of the records of the first database in accordance with the field map.

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising transmitting from the first database to the second database data stored in the plurality of fields of the plurality of the records of the first database.

3. The method of claim 2 wherein the data is translated before the data is transmitted.

4. The method of claim 2 further comprising storing the transmitted data in the second database.

5. The method of claim 2 further comprising synchronizing at least one record of the second database with the transmitted data.
6. The method of claim 1 wherein the first database is stored on a first computer and the second database is stored on a second computer.

7. The method of claim 1 wherein the first plurality of the records of the first database includes all of the records of the first database.

8. The method of claim 1 wherein the identifying information identifies the record structure according to a selected protocol.

9. The method of claim 8 wherein the selected protocol provides a syntax for identifying the characteristics of a field of the one of the first and second databases.

10. The method of claim 8 wherein the identifying information identifies categories of the fields in the record structure of the one of the first and second databases according to the selected protocol and wherein the correlating includes correlating the first plurality of the fields of the first database to the second plurality of the fields of the second database based on the categories of the fields.

11. The method of claim 10 wherein the categories of the fields in the record structure of the one of the first and second databases are classified into a plurality of mapping classes and wherein the correlating further includes the correlating includes correlating the first plurality of the fields of the first database to the second plurality of the fields of the second database based the plurality of mapping classes.
12. The method of claim 11 wherein the correlating further includes applying a plurality of mapping rules to the plurality of mapping classes.

13. The method of claim 12 wherein one of the mapping rules indicates that fields of the one of the first and second databases having a selected class, if absent in the other one of the first and second databases, are mapped to fields having a different selected class.

14. The method of claim 8 wherein the fields of the first and second databases are characterized by having selected properties and the identifying information identifies the selected properties of the fields in the record structure of one of the first and second databases according to the selected protocol, and wherein translating the data includes modifying the data based on the properties of the fields of the first and second databases.

15. The method of claim 1 further comprising transmitting the identifying information to a computer program wherein the computer program performs the correlating.

16. The method of claim 1 further comprising: transmitting to a computer program second information identifying the record structure of one of the first and second databases according to a selected protocol, wherein the computer program performs the correlating, and converting the transmitted information to the identifying information.
17. The method of claim 16 wherein the selected protocol classifies the fields in the record structure of the one of the first and second databases based on categories of the fields.

18. The method of claim 16 wherein the fields of the one of the first and second databases are characterized by having selected properties and the transmitted information identifies the selected properties of the one of the first and second databases according to the selected protocol.

19. A computer implemented method of transmitting data in a first database stored on a first computer to a second computer storing a second database, wherein the first and second databases store records of data and the first and second databases are characterized by a corresponding record structure determining corresponding fields of the records of the first and second databases, the method comprising the steps of:

- initiating a data transfer session between the first and second databases,
- transmitting to a computer program information identifying the record structure of one of the first and second databases,
- establishing a data transfer protocol based on the identifying information,
- transmitting, according to the database transfer protocol, from the first databases to the second database data stored in a plurality of fields of a plurality of the records of the first database.

20. The method of claim 19 wherein the identifying information identifies the record structure according to a selected protocol.
21. The method of claim 20 wherein the selected protocol provides a syntax for identifying the characteristics of a field of the one of the first and second databases.

22. The method of claim 19 wherein establishing the data transfer protocol includes:
correlating a second plurality of the fields of the first database to a third plurality of the fields of the second database to establish a field map, using the information identifying the record structure of one of the first and second databases.

23. The method of claim 22 wherein establishing the data transfer protocol further includes:
determining the first-mentioned plurality of fields of the first database based on the second plurality of the fields of the first database, where the first-mentioned plurality of fields of the records of the first database is less than all of the fields of the records of the first database.

24. The method of claim 22 wherein establishing the data transfer protocol further includes:
determining the plurality of records of the first database based on a selected criterion.

25. The method of claim 24 wherein the selected criterion includes a criterion for searching a first database and selecting records matching the selected criterion.

26. The method of claim 19 further comprising storing the transmitted data in the second database.
27. The method of claim 19 further comprising synchronizing at least one record of the second database with the transmitted data.

28. The method of claim 19 wherein the first database is stored on a first computer and the second database is stored on a second computer.

29. The method of claim 18 wherein the first plurality of the records of the first database includes all of the records of the first database.

30. A computer implemented method of transmitting data in a first database stored on a first computer to a second computer storing a second database, wherein the first and second databases store records of data and the first and second databases are characterized by a corresponding record structure determining corresponding fields of the records of the first and second databases, the method comprising the steps of:

- transmitting to a computer program information identifying the record structure of one of the first and second databases, the information identifying categories and properties of a plurality of fields of the record structure of the one of the first and second databases,
- transmitting from the first database to the second database data stored in a plurality of fields of a plurality of the records of the first database, and
- processing the transmitted data using the identifying information.

31. The method of claim 30 wherein the identifying information identifies the record structure according to a selected protocol.
32. The method of claim 31 wherein the selected protocol provides a syntax for identifying the characteristics of a field of the one of the first and second databases.

33. The method of claim 30 wherein the properties include a rule of data value for a field of the record structure of the one of the first and second databases.

34. The method of claim 30 wherein the properties include a size parameter for a field of the record structure of the one of the first and second databases.

35. The method of claim 30 wherein the processing includes synchronizing at least one record of the second database with the transmitted data.

36. The method of claim 30 wherein the first database is stored on a first computer and the second database is stored on a second computer.
37. Computer software resident on a computer readable medium wherein a first database and a second database store records of data, the first database being characterized by a first record structure determining fields of the records of the first database and the second database being characterized by a second record structure determining fields of the records of the second database, the computer software containing instructions for:

- correlating a first plurality of the fields of the first database to a second plurality of the fields of the second database to establish a field map, using information identifying the record structure of one of the first and second databases, and
- translating the data stored in the first plurality of fields of a plurality of the records of the first database in accordance with the field map.

38. The computer software of claim 37 further containing instructions for transmitting from the first database to the second database data stored in the plurality of fields of the plurality of the records of the first database.

39. The computer software of claim 38 wherein the data is translated before the data is transmitted.

40. The computer software of claim 38 further containing instructions for storing the transmitted data in the second database.

41. The computer software of claim 38 further containing instructions for synchronizing at least one record of the second database with the transmitted data.
42. The computer software of claim 37 wherein the first database is stored on a first computer and the second database is stored on a second computer.

43. The computer software of claim 37 wherein the first plurality of the records of the first database includes all of the records of the first database.

44. The computer software of claim 37 wherein the identifying information identifies the record structure according to a selected protocol.

45. The computer software of claim 44 wherein the selected protocol provides a syntax for identifying the characteristics of a field of the one of the first and second databases.

46. The computer software of claim 44 wherein the identifying information identifies categories of the fields in the record structure of the one of the first and second databases according to the selected protocol and wherein the correlating includes correlating the first plurality of the fields of the first database to the second plurality of the fields of the second database based on the categories of the fields.

47. The computer software of claim 46 wherein the categories of the fields in the record structure of the one of the first and second databases are classified into a plurality of mapping classes and wherein the correlating further includes the correlating includes correlating the first plurality of the fields of the first database to the second plurality of the fields of the second database based the plurality of mapping classes.
48. The computer software of claim 47 wherein the correlating further includes applying a plurality of mapping rules to the plurality of mapping classes.

49. The computer software of claim 48 wherein one of the mapping rules indicates that fields of the one of the first and second databases having a selected class, if absent in the other one of the first and second databases, are mapped to fields having a different selected class.

50. The computer software of claim 37 wherein the fields of the first and second databases are characterized by having selected properties and the identifying information identifies the selected properties of the fields in the record structure of one of the first and second databases according to the selected protocol, and wherein translating the data includes modifying the data based on the properties of the fields of the first and second databases.

51. The computer software of claim 37 wherein the computer software includes a computer program and the computer software further containing instructions for transmitting the identifying information to the computer program wherein the computer program performs the correlating.
52. The computer software of claim 37 wherein the computer software includes a computer program and the computer software further containing instructions for: transmitting to the computer program second information identifying the record structure of one of the first and second databases according to a selected protocol, wherein the computer program performs the correlating, and converting the transmitted information to the identifying information.

53. The computer software of claim 52 wherein the selected protocol classifies the fields in the record structure of the one of the first and second databases based on categories of the fields.

54. The computer software of claim 52 wherein the fields of the one of the first and second databases are characterized by having selected properties and the transmitted information identifies the selected properties of the one of the first and second databases according to the selected protocol.
55. Computer software resident on a computer readable medium for transmitting data in a first database stored on a first computer to a second computer storing a second database, wherein the computer software includes a computer program and the computer software, wherein the first and second databases store records of data and the first and second databases are characterized by a corresponding record structure determining corresponding fields of the records of the first and second databases, the computer software containing instruction for:

initiating a data transfer session between the first and second databases,
transmitting to the computer program information identifying the record structure of one of the first and second databases,
establishing a data transfer protocol based on the identifying information,
transmitting, according to the database transfer protocol, from the first databases to the second database data stored in a plurality of fields of a plurality of the records of the first database.

56. The computer software of claim 55 wherein the identifying information identifies the record structure according to a selected protocol.

57. The computer software of claim 56 wherein the selected protocol provides a syntax for identifying the characteristics of a field of the one of the first and second databases.
58. The computer software of claim 55 wherein establishing the data transfer protocol includes: correlating a second plurality of the fields of the first database to a third plurality of the fields of the second database to establish a field map, using the information identifying the record structure of one of the first and second databases.

59. The computer software of claim 58 wherein establishing the data transfer protocol further includes: determining the first-mentioned plurality of fields of the first database based on the second plurality of the fields of the first database, where the first-mentioned plurality of fields of the records of the first database is less than all of the fields of the records of the first database.

60. The computer software of claim 58 wherein establishing the data transfer protocol further includes: determining the plurality of records of the first database based on a selected criterion.

61. The computer software of claim 60 wherein the selected criterion includes a criterion for searching a first database and selecting records matching the selected criterion.

62. The computer software of claim 55 further containing instructions for storing the transmitted data in the second database.

63. The computer software of claim 55 further containing instructions for synchronizing at least one record of the second database with the transmitted data.
64. The computer software of claim 55 wherein the first database is stored on a first computer and the second database is stored on a second computer.

65. The computer software of claim 55 wherein the first plurality of the records of the first database includes all of the records of the first database.

66. Computer software resident on a computer readable medium for transmitting data in a first database stored on a first computer to a second computer storing a second database, wherein the first and second databases store records of data and the first and second databases are characterized by a corresponding record structure determining corresponding fields of the records of the first and second databases, the computer software containing instruction for:

transmitting to a computer program information identifying the record structure of one of the first and second databases, the information identifying categories and properties of a plurality of fields of the record structure of the one of the first and second databases,

transmitting from the first database to the second database data stored in a plurality of fields of a plurality of the records of the first database, and processing the transmitted data using the identifying information.

67. The computer software of claim 66 wherein the identifying information identifies the record structure according to a selected protocol.
68. The computer software of claim 67 wherein the selected protocol provides a syntax for identifying the characteristics of a field of the one of the first and second databases.

69. The computer software of claim 66 wherein the properties include a rule of data value for a field of the record structure of the one of the first and second databases.

70. The computer software of claim 66 wherein the properties include a size parameter for a field of the record structure of the one of the first and second databases.

71. The computer software of claim 66 wherein the processing includes synchronizing at least one record of the second database with the transmitted data.

72. The computer software of claim 66 wherein the first database is stored on a first computer and the second database is stored on a second computer.
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